A graphical model is a structured representation of locally dependent random variables. A traditional method to reason over these random variables is to perform inference using belief propagation. When provided with the true data generating process, belief propagation can infer the optimal posterior probability estimates in tree structured factor graphs. However, in many cases we may only have access to a poor approximation of the data generating process, or we may face loops in the factor graph, leading to suboptimal estimates. In this work we first extend graph neural networks to factor graphs (FG-GNN). We then propose a new hybrid model that runs conjointly a FG-GNN with belief propagation. The FG-GNN receives as input messages from belief propagation at every inference iteration and outputs a corrected version of them. As a result, we obtain a more accurate algorithm that combines the benefits of both belief propagation and graph neural networks. We apply our ideas to error correction decoding tasks, and we show that our algorithm can outperform belief propagation for LDPC codes on bursty channels.
Introduction
Graphical models (Bishop, 2006; Murphy, 2012 ) are a structured representation of locally dependent random variables, that combine concepts from probability and graph theory. A standard way to reason over these random variables is to perform inference on the graphical model using message passing algorithms such as Belief Propagation (BP) (Pearl, 2014; Murphy et al., 2013) . Provided that the true generative process of the data is given by a non-loopy graphical model, BP is guaranteed to compute the optimal (posterior) marginal probability distributions.
However, in real world scenarios, we may only have access to a poor approximation of the true distribution of the graph-1 UvA-Bosch Delta Lab, University of Amsterdam, Netherlands.
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Preliminary work. Under review. ical model, leading to sub-optimal estimates. In addition, an important limitation of belief propagation is that on graphs with loops BP computes an approximation to the desired posterior marginals or may fail to converge at all.
In this paper we present a hybrid inference model to tackle these two limitations. We cast our model as a message passing method on a factor graph that combines messages from BP and from GNNs. The GNN messages are learned from data and complement the BP messages. The GNN receives as input the messages from BP at every inference iteration and delivers as output a refined version of them back to BP. As a result, given a labeled dataset, we obtain a more accurate algorithm that outperforms either Belief Propagation or Graph Neural Networks when run in isolation in cases where Belief Propagation is not guaranteed to obtain the optimal marginals. Belief Propagation has demonstrated empirical success in a variety of applications: Error correction decoding algorithms (McEliece et al., 1998) , combinatorial optimization in particular graph coloring and satisfiability (Braunstein & Zecchina, 2004) , inference in markov logic networks (Richardson & Domingos, 2006) , the Kalman Filter is a special case of the BP algorithm (Yedidia et al., 2003; Welch et al., 1995) etc. One of its most successful applications is Low Density Parity Check codes (LDPC) (Gallager, 1962) an error correction decoding algorithm that runs BP on a loopy bipartite graph. LDPC is currently part of the Wi-Fi 802.11 standard, it is an optional part of 802.11n and 802.11ac, and it has been adopted for 5G, the fifth generation wireless technology that began wide deployment in 2019. Despite being a loopy algorithm, its bipartite graph is typically very sparse which reduces the number of loops and increases the cycle size. As a result, in practice LDPC has shown excellent results in error correction decoding tasks and performs close to the Shannon limit in Gaussian channels.
However, a Gaussian channel is an approximation of the more complex noise distributions we encounter in the real world. Many of these distributions have no analytical form, but we can approximate them from data. In this work we show the robustness of our algorithm over LDPC codes when we assume such a non-analytical form. Our hybrid method is able to closely match the performance of LDPC arXiv:2003.01998v1 [cs. LG] 4 Mar 2020 in Gaussian channels while outperforming it for deviations from this assumption (i.e. a bursty noise channel (Gilbert, 1960; Kim et al., 2018) ). The three main contributions in our work are:
• We define a graph neural network that operates on factor graphs (FG-GNN).
• We present a new hybrid inference algorithm, Neural Enhanced Belief Propagation (NEBP), that refines BP messages using the FG-GNN.
• We apply our method to an error correction decoding problem for a non-Gaussian (bursty) noise channel and show clear improvement on the Bit Error Rate over existing LDPC codes.
Background

Factor Graphs
Factor graphs are a convenient way of representing graphical models. In a factor graph, each factor f s (x s ) defines the dependencies between a subset of variables x s . The global probability distribution p(x) is defined as the product of all of these factors as shown in equation 1, where Z is the normalization constant of the probability distribution. A visual representation of a Factor Graph is shown in the left image of Figure 2 .
Belief Propagation
Belief Propagation (Bishop, 2006) , also known as the sumproduct algorithm, is a message passing algorithm that performs inference on graphical models by locally marginalizing over random variables. It exploits the structure of the factor graph, allowing more efficient computation of the marginals.
Belief Propagation directly operates on factor graphs by sending messages (real valued functions) on its edges. These messages exchange beliefs of the sender nodes about the receiver nodes, therby transporting information about the variable's probabilities. We can distinguish two types of messages: messages which go from variable to factor and messages which go from factor to variable.
Variable to factor: µ xm→fs (x m ) is the product of all incoming messages to variable x m from all neighbor factors except for factor f s .
Factor to variable: µ fs→xn (x n ) is the product of the factor f s itself with all its incoming messages from all variable neighbor nodes except for x n marginalized over all associated variables except x n . To run the Belief Propagation algorithm, messages are initialized with uniform probabilities, and the two above mentioned operations are then recursively run until convergence.
One can subsequently obtain marginal estimates p(x n ) by multiplying all incoming messages from the neighboring factors:
From now on, we simplify notation by removing the argument of the messages function. In Figure 1 we can see the defined messages on a factor graph where black squares represent factors and blue circles represent variables. 
LDPC codes
In this paper we will apply our proposed method to error correction decoding using LDPC codes. LDPC (Low Density Parity Check) codes (Gallager, 1962; MacKay & Mac Kay, 2003) are linear codes used to correct errors in data transmitted through noisy communication channels. The sender encodes the data with redundant bits while the receiver has to decode the original message. In an LDPC code, a parity check sparse matrix H ∈ B (n−k)×n is designed, such that given a code-word x ∈ B n of n bits the product of H and x is constrained to equal zero: Hx = 0. H can be interpreted as an adjacency matrix that connects n variables (i.e. the transmitted bits) with (n − k) factors, i.e. the parity checks that must sum to 0. The entries of H are 1 if there is an edge between a factor and a variable, where rows index factors and columns index variables.
For a linear code (n, k), n is the number of variables and (n − k) the number of factors. The prior probability of the transmitted code-word is:
Which can be factorized as
At the receiver we get a noisy version of the code-word, r.
The noise is assumed to be i.i.d, therefore we can express the probability distribution of the received code-word as x as P (r|x) = n P r n |x n . Finally we can express the posterior distribution of the transmitted code-word given the received ones as:
Equation 7 is a product of factors, where some factors in P (x) (eq. 6) are connected to multiple variables expressing a constraint among them. Other factors P (r|x) are connected to a single variable expressing a prior distribution for that variable. A visual representation of this factor graph is shown in the left image of Figure 2 .
Finally, in order to infer the transmitted code-word x given r, we can just run (loopy) Belief Propagation described in 2.2 on the Factor Graph described above (equation 7).
In other words, error correction with LDPC codes can be interpreted as an instance of Belief Propagation applied to its associated factor graph.
Related Work
One of the closest works to our method is (Satorras et al., 2019) which also combines graphical inference with graph neural networks. However, in that work, the model is only applied to the Kalman Filter, a hidden Gaussian Markov model for time sequences, and all factor graphs are assumed to be pair-wise. In our case, we run the GNN in arbitrary Factor Graphs, and we hybridize Belief Propagation, which allows us to enhance one of its main applications (LDPC codes). Other works also learn an inference model from data like Recurrent Inference Machines (Putzky & Welling, 2017) and Iterative Amortized Inference (Marino et al., 2018) . However, in our case we are presenting a hybrid algorithm instead of a fully learned one. Additionally in (Putzky & Welling, 2017) graphical models play no role.
Our work is also related to meta learning (Schmidhuber, 1987 ) (Andrychowicz et al., 2016) in the sense that it learns a more flexible algorithm on top of an already existing one. It also has some interesting connections to the ideas from the consciousness prior (Bengio, 2017) since our model is an actual implementation of a sparse factor graph that encodess prior knowledge about the task to solve.
Another interesting line of research concerns the convergence of graphical models with neural networks. In (Mirowski & LeCun, 2009 ), the conditional probability distributions of a graphical model are replaced with trainable factors. (Johnson et al., 2016 ) learns a graphical latent representation and runs Belief Propagation on it. Combining the strengths of convolutional neural networks and conditional random fields has shown to be effective in image segmentation tasks (Chen et al., 2014; Zheng et al., 2015) .
More closely to our work, (Yoon et al., 2018) trains a graph neural network to estimate the marginals in Binary Markov Random Fields (Ising model) and the performance is compared with Belief Propagation for loopy graphs. In our work we are proposing a hybrid method that combines the benefits of both GNNs and BP in a single model. In (Nachmani et al., 2016) Recently, (Zhang et al., 2019 ) also presented a model to run graph neural networks on factor graphs. However, in our case we simply adjust the Graph Neural Network equations to the factor graph scenario as a building block for our hybrid model (NEBP).
Method
Graph Neural Network for Factor Graphs
We will propose a hybrid method to improve believe propagation by combining it with Graph Neural Networks (GNNs). Both methods can be seen as message passing on a graph. However, where BP sends messages that follow directly from the definition of the graphical model, messages sent by GNNs must be learned from data. To achieve seamless integration of the two message passing algorithms, we will first extend GNNs to factor graphs.
Graph Neural Networks (Bruna et al., 2013; Defferrard et al., 2016; Kipf & Welling, 2016 ) operate on graph-structured data by modelling interactions between pairs of nodes. A graph is defined as a tuple G = (V, E), with nodes v ∈ V and edges e ∈ E. Employing a similar notation as (Gilmer et al., 2017) , a GNN defines the following edge and node operations on the graph: The message passing procedure is divided into two main steps: from node embeddings to edge embeddings v → e, and from edge to nodes e → v. Where h t i is the embedding of a node v i , φ e is the edge operation, and m t i→j is the embedding of the e ij edge. First, the edge embeddings m i→j are computed, which one can interpret as messages, next we sum all node v j incoming messages. After that, the embedding representation for node v j , h t j , is updated through the node function φ v . Values a ij and a j are optional edge and node attributes respectively.
We can easily run a GNN on factor graphs with only pairwise factors (i.e. a factor graph where each factor contains only two variables). For example, in (Yoon et al., 2018) a GNN on pair-wise factor graphs was defined, where each variable from the factor graph was a node in the GNN, and each factor connecting two variables represented an edge in the GNN. Properties of the factors were associated with edge attributes a ij .
The mapping between GNNs and Factor Graphs becomes less trivial when each factor may contain more than two variables. We can then no longer consider each factor as an edge of the GNN. In this work we propose special case of GNNs to run on factor graphs with an arbitrary number of variables per factor.
Similarly to Belief Propagation, we first assume that a Factor Graph is a bipartite graph G f = (V f , E f ) with two type of nodes V f = X ∪F, variable-nodes v x ∈ X and factor-nodes v f ∈ F, and two types of edge interactions, depending on if they go from factor-node to variable-node or viceversa. With this graph definition, all interactions are again pair-wise (between factor-nodes and variable-nodes in the bipartite graph).
A mapping between a factor graph and the graph we use in our GNN is shown in Figure 2 . All factors from the factor graph are assumed to be factor-nodes in the GNN. We make an exception for factors connected to only a single variable which we simply consider as attributes of that variable in order to avoid redundant nodes.
Once we have defined our graph, we use the GNN notation mentioned in Table 1 , and we re-write it specifically for this new graph in the following Table 2 . From now on we reference these new equations as FG-GNN. Notice that in Table 2 . Factor Graph Neural Network the GNN we did not have two different kinds of variables in the graph and hence we only needed one edge function φ e (but notice that the order of the arguments of this function matters so that a message from i → j is potentially different from the message in the reverse direction). For the FG-GNN however, we now have two types of nodes, which necessitate two types of edge functions, φ x→f and φ f →x , depending on whether the message was sent by a variable or a factor node.
In addition, we also have two type of node embeddings h x and h f for the two types of nodes v x and v f .
Again we sum over all incoming messages for each node, but now in the node update we have two different functions, φ v f for the factor-nodes and φ vx for the variable-nodes. The optional edge attributes are now labeled as a x→f , a f →x , and the node attributes a f and a v .
Neural Enhanced Belief Propagation
Now that we have defined the FG-GNN we can introduce our hybrid method that runs co-jointly with Belief Propaga- tion on a factor graph, we denote this new method Neural Enhanced Belief Propagation (NEBP). At a high level, the procedure is as follows: after every Belief Propagation iteration, we input the BP messages into the FG-GNN. The FG-GNN then runs for two iterations and updates the BP messages. This step is repeated recursively for N iterations.
After that, we can compute the marginals from the refined BP messages.
We first define the two functions BP(·) and FG-GNN(·). BP(·) takes as input the factor-to-node messages µ t f →x , then runs the two BP updates eqns. 2 and 3 respectively and outputs the result of that computation asμ t f →x ,μ t x→f . We initialize µ 0 f →x as uniform distributions. The function FG-GNN(·) runs the equations displayed in table 2. At every t iteration we give it as input the quantities h t = {h t x |x ∈ X } ∪ {h t f |f ∈ F}, a x→f and a f →x . h t is initialized randomly as h 0 by sampling from a normal distribution. Moreover, the attributes a x→f and a f →x are provided to the function FG-GNN(·) as the messagesμ f →x andμ x→f obtained from BP(·). The outputs of FG-GNN(·) are the updated latent vector h t+1 and the message m t f →x computed as part of the FG-GNN algorithm of Table 2 . All other variables computed inside FG-GNN(·) are kept internal to this function. We define FG-GNN(·) as two iterations of the algorithm to match the way information is propagated in BP.
The node attributes a f and a x may contain some properties about the factor and the node respectively. Regarding the node attributes a x they also contain the message µ f l →x from a singleton factor f l to a variable, i.e. a factor that is only connected to one variable. As shown in Figure 2 , factors that are connected to a single variable do not involve a special node in the FG-GNN since it would be redundant with the variable node. For this reason, we input these messages as a node property.
Finally, f dec (·) takes as input the node embeddings h t+1 and the edge embeddings m t f →x , and outputs the refinement for the current message estimatesμ t f →x . This function encompasses two MLPs: One takes as input the node embeddings h t+1 and outptus the refinement for singleton factor messagesμ t f l →x . The second MLP takes as input the edge embeddings m t f →x and outputs a refinement for the rest of messagesμ t f →x \μ t f l →x . In summary, the hybrid algorithm thus looks as follows:
Since µ f →x must be proportional to a probability distribution we compute the absolute value after summingμ t f →x with the f dec (·) output. A visual representation of the Neural Enhanced Belief Propagation algorithm is displayed in Figure 4 .2. Each one of the modules from the image {BP, FG-GNN, Comb.} is associated to each one of the lines from equation 8 respectively.
After running the algorithm for N iterations. We obtain the estimatep(x i ) by using the same operation as in Belief Propagation (eq. 4), which amounts to taking a product of all incoming messages to node x i , i.e.p(x i ) ∝ s∈N (xi) µ fs→xi . From these marginal distributions we can compute any desired quantity on a node.
Training and Loss
The loss is computed from the estimated marginalsp(x) and ground truth gt, which we assume known during training.
During training we back-propagate through the whole multi-layer estimation model (with each layer an iteration of the hybrid model), updating the FG-GNN and f dec (·) weights. The number of training iterations is chosen by cross-validating. In our experiments we use the binary cross entropy loss.
Experiments
In this section we compare the performance of Belief Propagation, FG-GNNs, and our Neural Enhanced BP (NEBP) in an error correction task where Belief Propagation is also known as LDPC 2.3.
Model details:
In both the FG-GNN and the NEBP, we used two layer multilayer perceptrons (MLP) for the edge functions σ x→f and σ f →x defined in section 4. The node update functions σ v f and σ vx are also composed of two layer MLPs, this time followed by a Gated Recurrent Unit (Chung et al., 2014) . In the hybrid model (NEBP), the two MLPs encompassed in f dec (·) are also two layer MLPs. In all cases, the number of hidden features is 64 and all activation functions are 'Selus' (Klambauer et al., 2017) except for f dec(·) which uses 'ReLUs' (Xu et al., 2015) .
Low Density Parity Check codes
LDPC codes, explained in section 2.3 are a particular case of Belief Propagation run on a bipartite graph for error correction decoding tasks. Bipartite graphs contain cycles, hence Belief Propagation is no longer guaranteed to converge nor to provide the optimal estimates. Despite this lack of guarantees, LDPC has shown excellent results near the Shannon limit (MacKay & Neal, 1996) for Gaussian channels.
LDPC assumes a channel with an analytical solution, commonly a Gaussian channel. In real world scenarios, the channel may differ from Gaussian, leading to sub-optimal estimates and some channels may not even have an analytical solution to run Belief Propagation on. An advantage of neural networks is that, in such cases, they can learn a decoding algorithm from data.
In this experiment we consider the bursty noisy channel from (Kim et al., 2018) , where a signal x i is transmitted through a standard Gaussian channel z i ∼ N (0, σ 2 c ), however this time, a larger noise signal w i ∼ N (0, σ 2 b ) is added with a small probability ρ. More formally:
Where r i is the received signal, and p i follows a Bernoulli distribution such that p i = 1 with probability ρ and p i = 0 with probability 1 − ρ. In our experiments, we set ρ = 0.05 as done in (Kim et al., 2018) . This bursty channel describes how unexpected signals may cause interference in the middle of a transmitted frame. For example, radars may cause bursty interference in wireless communications. In LDPC, the SNR is assumed to be known and fixed for a given frame, yet, in practice it needs to be estimated with a known preamble (the pilot sequence) transmitted before the frame. If bursty noise occurs in the middle of the transmission, the estimated SNR is blind to this new noise level. Training procedure: We provide as input to the model the received code-word r d and the SNR for that code-word. These values are provided as node attributes a v described in section 4. We run the algorithms for 20 iterations and the loss is computed as the cross entropy between the estimated x and the ground truth x d . We use an Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2014) with a learning rate 1e −4 and batch size of 1. As a evaluation metric we compute the Bit Error Rate (BER), which is the number of error bits divided by the total amount of transmitted bits. The number of test code-words we used to evaluate each point from our plots (Figure 4) is at least 200 BERn , where n is the number of bits per code-word andB ER is the estimated Bit Error Rate for that point.
Baselines: Beside the already mentioned methods (FG-GNN and standard LDPC error correction decoding), we also run two extra baselines. The first one we call "Bits baseline", which consists of independently estimating the bit that maximizes p(r i |x i ). The other baseline, called "LDPCbursty", is a variation of LDPC, where instead of considering a SNR with a noise level σ 2 c = var[z], we consider the noise distribution from equation 10 such that now the noise variance is
. We do this to provide a more fair comparison to our learned methods, because even if we are blind to the σ b value, we know there may be a bursty noise with probability ρ and σ b ∼ U(0, 5). Figure 4 we show six different plots for each of the σ b values {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5}. In each plot we sweep the SNR from 0 to 4. Notice that for σ b = 0 the bursty noise is non-existent and the channel is equivalent to an Additive White Gaussian Noise channel (AWGN). LDPC has analytically been designed for this channel obtaining its best performance here. The aim of our algorithm is to outperform LDPC for σ b > 0 while still matching its performance for σ = 0. As shown in the plots, as σ b increases, the performance of NEBP and FG-GNN improves compared to the other ones, with NEBP always achieving the best performance, and getting close to the LDPC performance for the AWGN channel (σ b = 0). In summary, the hybrid method is more robust than LDPC, obtaining competitive results to LDPC for AWGN channels but still outperforming it when bursty interferences are present. The FG-GNN instead, obtains relatively poor performance compared to LDPC for small σ b , demonstrating that belief propagation is still a very powerful tool compared to pure learned inference for this task. But despite its poor performance, the FG-GNN shows robustness as we increase σ b , and our hybrid method, NEBP, is able to combine the benefits of both Belief Propagation and FG-GNN to achieve the best performance. Finally, LDPC-bursty shows a more robust performance as we increase σ b but it is significantly outperformed by NEBP in bursty channels, and it also performs slightly worse than LDPC for the AWGN channel (σ b = 0).
Results: In
In order to better visualize the decrease in performance as the burst variance increases, we sweep over different σ b values for a fixed SNR=3. The result is shown in Figure 5 . The larger σ b , the larger the BER. However, the performance decreases much less for our NEBP method than for LDPC and LDPC-bursty. In other words, NEBP is more robust as we move away from the AWGN assumption. We want to emphasize that in real world scenarios, the channel may always deviate from gaussian. Even if assuming an AWGN channel, its parameters (SNR) must be estimated in real scenarios. This potential deviations make hybrid methods a very promising approach.
Conclusions
In this work, we presented a hybrid inference method that enhances Belief Propagation by co-jointly running a Graph Neural Network that we designed for factor graphs. In cases where the data generating process is not fully known (e.g. the parameters of the graphical model need to be estimated from data), belief propagation doesn't perform optimally. Our hybrid model in contrast is able to combine the prior knowledge encoded in the graphical model (albeit with the wrong parameters) and combine this with a (factor) graph neural network with its parameters learned from labeled data on a representative distribution of channels. Note that we can think of this as meta-learning because the FG-GNN is not trained on one specific channel but on a distribution of channels and therefore must perform well on any channel sampled from this distribution without knowing its specific parameters.
We tested our ideas on a state-of-the-art LDPC implementation with realistic bursty noise distributions. Our experiments clearly show that the neural enhancement of LDPC improves performance both relative to LDPC and relative to FG-GNN as the variance in the bursts gets larger.
We believe that 'neural augmentation' of existing, hand designed engineering solutions is a very powerful paradigm, especially in sectors of our economy that are 'engineering heavy' (e.g. manufacturing, chip design etc.). Hybrid methods of this kind, meta-learned to perform well on a wide variety of tasks and embracing excellent existent engineering solutions, are robust, explainable and data efficient.
